USE WITH AN OZRADIAL UNIT
The OZ Power Bank easily connects to the top section of the OZRadial by lining up the male and female grooves then turning to lock in place.

USE AS A POWER BANK
The OZ Power Bank doubles as a mobile charger for your devices. Plug your device into the USB port on the front of the unit to automatically begin charging.

CHARGING THE BATTERY
1. Plug the included USB cable into the wall plug
2. Insert the small end of the cable into the micro-USB port.
3. Plug the power supply into a wall outlet.

WARRANTY
We guarantee our product within one year of purchase. Please register at OZbyScentLok.com/RegisterOZ. The guarantee does not cover equipment which has been damaged due to abuse, misuse or accident, such as:

- use of incorrect line voltages;
- failure to follow the operating instructions that are provided by ScentLok Technologies;
- improper or unauthorized repair; or
- fire, flood, "acts of God," or other contingencies beyond the control of ScentLok Technologies.

WARNING
When using the power bank as a replacement battery for the OZRadial please refer to your User Manual for the OZRadial for ozone care instructions.

For use as a Power Bank unit, abide by the following instructions.

- Use in an open ventilated area
- Keep out of direct sunlight
- Do not store in hot or humid places
- Do not transport or store with metal items
- Do not disassemble or modify the Power Bank
- Charge the Power Bank with the AC power adapter provided

It is normal for the Power Bank to become hot after a continued period of use. When the Power Bank is fully charged unplug the unit from the adapter.

AC POWER ADAPTER INFORMATION

- Only use the AC power adapter provided to charge your Power Bank
- Use the AC adapter indoors only to keep unit out of bad weather
- Ensure that the plug is securely connected to the Power Bank
- When disconnecting the unit, unplug the adapter, not the power cord
- Do not disassemble
- Do not place in hot or humid places

If you have any questions/concerns, please visit OZbyScentLok.com or call us at 800.315.5799.

Model: OZPower Bank (4150992)  
Input Vol: DC 5V/2A  
Output Vol: DC 5V/2A  
Li-Power Battery: 13000mAh